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BACKGROUND  

Barr Village in rural South Ayrshire, was once a thriving rural community.  The beautiful 

landscapes, abundance of wildlife, and the choice of amenities including Barr Stores, Public 

Houses, the Market Garden and locally renowned ‘Barr Teas’, drew high volumes of 

residents, visitors and tourists – to the otherwise peaceful town.  Various community 

groups organised a packed schedule of events including the well-attended gala day, keeping 

locals and visitors entertained all year round.     

Like many rural communities, Barr has suffered a reduction in visitor and tourist numbers as 

well as a decrease in available job, training and development opportunities.  Following 

changes in the socio-economic landscape, there is no longer a market garden, the last public 

house earlier this year (2016) and the future of Barr Stores is currently uncertain.   

Following these changes, many locals viewed Dinmurchie Farmhouse and Buildings as an 

opportunity for positive change.   

In 2013 the Barr Parish Development Company established a Steering Group with a view to 

purchase Dinmurchie Farm and grounds for the purpose of developing a sustainable hub for 

enterprise, training, tourism and social activities.  

Following several consultations with BPDC members and non-members, including 

information days, and collation of suggestions, a great deal of support was evident for 

Dinmurchie Farm to be developed into a centre for excellence, with the over-riding view 

that acquiring the farm would provide public ownership for the benefit of all.   

A ballot was held, asking the question ‘Are you in favour of the FCS sale of Dinmurchie 

Farm to the local community?  Of a possible 258 responses, 131 were in favour, 19 not in 

favour, 17 submitted too late, 2 spoiled (forgot to tick). Letters of support were also 

received from the Head Teacher of Barr Primary School, Chairman of the Barr Community 

Association, and local residents running existing businesses and with potential business use 

of premises.    

At the time, it was considered that purchase and development of the land, would go some 

way towards supporting the BPDC’s aim of restoring the community’s identity. 

In 2014, BPDC successfully applied to the Forestry Commission for permission to purchase 

the land and buildings at Dinmurchie. Throughout the application process, positive relations 

were established with the Forestry Commission, with a mutual keenness to work 

collaboratively in the purchase and subsequent development of the land and buildings.   

A period of 18 months was permitted by the Forestry Commission, in order for BPDC to 

complete a detailed feasibility study and business case, this included an undertaking to make 

a robust cost analysis, source funds and ultimately purchase of the land and buildings (prior 

to February 2016).  
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SCOPE 

We were initially engaged by Barr Parish Development Company (BPDC) to prepare a 

feasibility study for the purchase and development of Dinmurchie Farm House and Buildings.  

The study would support an application for capital and development funding, which would 

enable BPDC to purchase the land from the current landowner - Forestry Commission 

Scotland. South Ayrshire Council agreed to finance the study via the Ambition Fund.   

Following initial engagement with BPDC, it transpired that the economic landscape of the 

village had changed.  

The village pub ‘The Kings Arms’, was on the verge of closure (has since closed), and the 

future of the local shop ‘Barr Community Stores’ was uncertain. There was a growing 

feeling among some residents, that if the village could not sustain what it already had, how 

could it be successful in the acquisition of a project as major as Dinmurchie.   

There were concerns with regards to the scale and complexity of the project, together with 

the risks inherent with listed building ownership and maintenance. Who would be 

responsible for overseeing the project, developing and managing the enterprise(s)?   

Whilst people wanted change and accepted that an increase in visitors and tourists was 

required, they were concerned about the volume of visitors required to sustain such a 

project and whether achieving those numbers was possible or even desirable to the local 

community.   

These changes, and a shared desire to follow feasibility best practice, prompted a 

reconsideration of the scope.   

It was agreed that a broader study of the issues, risks and opportunities facing Barr would 

be required in order to identify and prioritise the needs of the village. Only once the needs 

of the village were known, could we consider the suitability of solutions, including 

Dinmurchie.  

Whilst the broadening of the scope would adversely impact timescales for completion of the 

study, it would not require additional funding.   

 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH  

We proposed a phased approach to the development of the study:  

 Phase 1 – Identify the issues, opportunities and risks facing the village  

 Phase 2 – Identify  Needs & Set Objectives   

 Phase 3 – Identify Suggestions & Develop Options   

 Phase 4 – Sift and Package Options for Consideration  

 Phase 5 – Recommendations, Next Steps   
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In securing funding from the South Ayrshire Ambition Fund, we agreed that the study would 

include the following:    

 Desk Top Study - An analysis of existing information / reports / publications – this 

would include an analysis of the Barr Stores Feasibility Study which was underway 

 Public Consultation - with Barr Parish residents comprising surveys and at least 1 

community engagement event 

 Regional/Stakeholder Engagement – surveys and 1 community event  

 Youth Voice – Including engagement & Work Experience Opportunities  

Whilst Barr Parish Development Company would hold the funds and oversee the delivery of 

the study, the Directors were clear about their intent to be completely impartial with 

regards to the findings and outcomes – the over-riding objective being “we need to do 

whatever is in the best interests of the village – even if that means no Dinmurchie.”      
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PHASE 1 – DESK TOP STUDY    

This section provides an overview of Barr, including the features and issues that the village 

has faced over the years - this information having been gathered during a desk top study of 

websites, previous publications and studies. We then delve into the issues and opportunities 

currently facing Barr from the perspective of residents, youths and visitors/tourists.      

BEAUTIFUL BARR  

Barr is a beautiful conservation village set deep within the hills of Carrick, South Ayrshire.  

A picturesque village of 8.1.sq miles, with a population of c260, comprising local residents 

(c120+), and a scattering of dwellings and farmhouses across the wider parish.   

Amenities in the village include a village shop and post office, a parish church, primary 

school, multi-use village hall and a doctors surgery.  At the very heart of Barr, lies a vibrant 

local community. 

Rich in history, the village is thought to have been founded in the 17th Century as a ‘safe 

haven’ for smugglers because of its remote location.   

Known fondly by locals as ‘The Barr’, it is full of character, charm and folklore – making it an 

ideal destination for the creative minds of photographers, artists and writers – and those 

who want a break from urban life in beautifully rustic surroundings.  

GETTING THERE  

Set within the Stinchar Valley, beside the converging rivers of Gregg and Stinchar, Barr can 

be found bordering the Galloway Forest, surrounded by breath-taking woodlands.  

Accessible only by car and with no through traffic, Barr is eight miles in distance from the 

traditional tourist town of Girvan, and yet it feels distinctly remote.   

The village of Barr can be accessed from three directions – each culminating in single track 

roads with passing places as they enter the village.  The main route which passes through 

the rugged Carrick hills and Hadyard Hill Windfarm, is known locally as ‘The Screws’ due to 

its twisting and winding nature.    

The nearest train station is a 15 minute drive to Girvan. The busy coastal town of Ayr can 

be reached in 45 minutes, with Glasgow and Edinburgh 1.5 hours and 2.5 hours respectively 

(by car). Glasgow Prestwick can be reached by car in one hour.      

There is no public transport service to and from Barr. However, SPT is attempting to gain 

funding in conjunction with South Ayrshire Community Transport Network to implement a 

scheduled bus service, three times per day, three days per week.   

Currently, there is a MyBus service which locals suggest is not as effective as it needs to be.  

There is also a subsidised taxi service funded by South Ayrshire Council to transport 

children to/from schools.   
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On occasion, residents of Barr have the opportunity to book outings and trips through the 

Carrick Community Transport service.   

The condition of the roads into Barr is poor and the drive can be described as ‘challenging’ 

at best, and ‘off-putting’ at worst (for us urbanites).  In poor weather conditions, there have 

been occasions where residents have missed school /work for days or weeks at a time.       

LIVING IN BARR  

The majority of residents that live in Barr, do so because they choose to. A recurring theme 

is the ‘attractiveness’ of the village, the ‘peace and tranquillity’, as well as ‘links to family’.  

The local primary and nursery school currently serves thirty-four pupils across three 

groups; nursery (4 pupils) P1 – P4 (15 pupils) and P5 – P7 (15 pupils).    

“Hello from the Barr pupils, this school is the best school ever. There’s great education here. We 

have a very beautiful school garden. There are also lots of cool opportunities at Barr Primary - such 

as ACE days, STEM week and interesting visitors like Zoo Lab.” 

Mr Fraser Baird, Head Teacher (shared with Barrhill PS) manages the school, together with 

two full-time Primary Teachers, one Principal teacher,one part-time Nursery Teacher, one 

Teaching Assistant, an Administrative Assistant, and one Janitor.    

Secondary school children are taught at Girvan Academy, Carrick Academy in Maybole and 

Queen Margaret Academy in Ayr. A locally based taxi service collects primary and 

secondary school children from outlying areas delivering to the primary school and pick up 

point for the secondary school transport to Girvan.  

HEALTH & SAFETY  

There is a GP outreach service from the nearby village of Dailly which also offers a 
prescription dispensary service. An appointment based service is held within Barr for 1 hour 

every Monday, Wednesday and Friday with the opportunity to collect prescriptions. 

Minor injuries and non-emergency health and dental issues, are catered for at Girvan 

Community Hospital and the Girvan Dental Surgery.  

Ambulance, Fire and Police services are all based in Girvan, with health visitors, fire safety 

officers and community police officers providing support locally.   

COMMUNITY GROUPS 

Community really does lie at the heart of Barr. It is a sociable community with various 

groups currently in action including:    

Barr Community Council - The role of the group is to obtain and represent the views of 

the wider community to local government. Nine local residents are currently elected to 

serve the community council (until 31st March 2019).   
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Barr Community Association –  A team of local volunteers organize activities and 

events for the purpose of bringing people together, improving and enhancing village life; also 

events include the annual Gala Day and the Auchensoul Fell Race. The group is led by an 

appointed Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer and are responsible for the management of 

the hall. 

Barr Stores Steering Group (BSSG) - A small not-for-profit company was set up in 

June 2012 to oversee the management of the shop. There are currently two part time-

employees responsible for managing the shop on a day to day basis.  One of these 

employees is also employed by Post Office Counters to run the Community Post Office 

from the premises. The shop relies on the support of local volunteers and has received 

more than £70,000 of grant funding from Windfarm Community Benefit and other funders 

for start up and running costs.  At the time of commencing this study, Barr Stores Steering 

Group had initiated a feasibility study to consider the cost, benefits and risks associated with 

purchasing the existing shop building.  

Barr Parish Development Company – Established to further assist the community out-

with the constraints of the Community Council, to fund and develop projects for the benefit 

of the village.  A not for profit company limited by guarantee with an agreed constitution 

and a bank account. The group works independently of, but in tandem with the Community 

Council.  Following consultation with every household in the Parish, 75% of villagers signed 

up to become members. Achieved the development of the Play Park and negotiated with 

South Ayrshire Council over the development of the Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) 

 

LOCAL AMENITIES  

The Parish Church - Part of a triple linkage with Girvan South and Dailly. The morning 

service is held in Barr Church at 12.15pm. The Church is always open and there is a book 

for visitors to read and sign.  

The Village Hall - Owned by South Ayrshire Council which means maintenance, upkeep, 

janitorial and insurance costs are provided by South Ayrshire Council. According to the 

Barr Community Action Plan (2012), this may change and so the community must carefully 

consider the viability of the hall.  

The mixed community use venue includes a large hall, small hall, meeting rooms, a stage, 

kitchen and toilets.  South Ayrshire Council employ one person to manage the facility.    

The hall is used as a meeting and events venue by various creative, sports and social clubs 

including the Wee Whist, Quilters Club, Scottish Women’s Rural Institute, and the 

renowned Barr Tea Room.  

The hall is also used by South Ayrshire Council as a polling station and by the Education 

Department as a facility to provide PE for the Primary School. 
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The hall is in need of refurbishment. A survey of the hall was undertaken on behalf of South 

Ayrshire Council in January 2016. The survey identified works amounting circ £100,000 to 

bring the facility up to standard. The works were categorised into four categories including 

essential and desirable works.  

At present, South Ayrshire Council has declared that funding is only available for essential 

maintenance and there are no planned improvements or refurbishment for the foreseeable 

future.   

Barr Stores - There is one convenience store in the village. The community-run shop is 

open seven days a week and offers a wide range of food staples, off-license and newspapers.  

A small café operates from the shop seven days a week, with a Pizza, and Fish and Chip  

takeaway service available on Fridays and Saturdays. Post office services are also provided 

Monday to Friday.     

The shop is currently reliant on volunteers and funding.  At the time of commencing this 

work, Barr Stores Steering Group were in the process of undertaking their own feasibility 

study – a consideration of options to purchase and develop the store.  The study was 

published in September of 2015 – a summary of which can be found later in this report.   

The Wee Gallery - Owned and operated by local artist Merlin Currie, the gallery 

showcases her own work and that of artists and craftspeople in and around the area, 

including the glasswork of Angus Corbett.  Angus was supported by the Princes Trust 

Enterprise Scheme to set up his own business ’Aye Glass’ in the village.  

SPORTS AND RECREATION   

Locals can participate in a range of sporting activities and clubs from the long established 

Barr Bowls Club and Barr Putting Green to the more recently established 

Badminton, Horticultural and Cycling clubs. 

The Play Park: A collaborative project between Barr Parish Development Company, Barr 

Community Council and South Ayrshire Council, with support from Forestry Commission 

Scotland.  The park which features swings, slides, climbing frames, slides and a zip wire, was 

officially opened in November 2014.  

The MUGA:  During the planning for the build of the playpark, it was evident from 

consultations that the community would welcome a facility aimed at the older children and 

young adults.  

BPDC following consultation with SAC and funders identified that differing funding streams 

could and should be explored for the MUGA which would essentially be a Sports Facility. 

Funding was sought from Sportscotland and the Weir Trust, however, both bids were 

unsuccessful. BPDC is now seeking alternative funders and still aspires to deliver this much 

needed facility for the community which has wide ranging local support. 
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LOCAL ATTRACTIONS  

Barr remains a place of natural beauty and interest, offering a remote haven of complete 

tranquillity to locals and visitors.  

Because of its location, the village has many unique attractions. Walking and cycling trails 

peppered with folklore and stories, surroundings of striking rural scenery, an abundance of 

wildlife, and dark sky views unpolluted by city lights.  

Walking Trails range in distance (3km–15km) and difficulty, from local farms and fields, to 

the heather covered hills and woodlands of the surrounding Changue Forest.  

The Fairy Knowe Trail - with excellent views of the burn cascading down the hills; Devil’s 

Trail - where legend states that the ‘Laird of Changue’ made a deal with the Devil; ‘Kirstie’s 

Trail’ -  named in the memory of a young shepherd who lost his life on the trail in 1913; and 

‘The Changue Trail’ -  which was a once a famous smuggling route. All trails are 

accompanied by striking views of surrounding scenery. 

An abundance of Wildlife that can be seen in and around the Barr area include, deer, fox, 

badgers and otters – as well as a variety of birds, owls (tawny, short-eared, buzzards, barn 

etc), Ospreys, Kingfishers and Peregrine Falcon.  

The River Stinchar which runs through the heart of the village, is one of the most 

productive salmon and trout fishing rivers in Ayrshire, attracting locals and visitors to the 

banks for fishing and picnics.     

Cyclists can find enjoyment on the twists and turns of the road into Barr – or as it’s called 

locally, ‘The Screws’ – and the pathways leading up to the Galloway Forest. The area is 

heavily promoted as part of the ‘Ayrshire Alps’ cycling route by local clubs, and frequently 

endorsed as ‘challenging’. Such is the reputation of ‘The Screws’, it recently featured in a UK 

road cycling magazine.   

“We rip down the climb known as The Screws, which at a generous 7% presents some 

rapid and technical corners and produces some whoops” (staff writer Matt Stewart, Cycling 

Magazine)  

Owing to its remote location, the village is also part of the Galloway and Southern 

Ayrshire UNESCO Biosphere Transition Area. This allows for unbeatable views of 

the excellent quality dark skies.   
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ACCOMMODATION  

Barr Village and the wider parish area comprises a range of buildings from cottages and flats 

to farm houses and listed buildings.  Domestic housing is a combination of privately owned 

and social housing.  

In addition to housing and commercial premises, there is a choice of three B&B 

accommodations.  There is no camping or touring facilities nor is there a hotel within the 

village.   

‘Alton Albany B&B’ is a popular choice for those that enjoy the creature comforts of 

five-star accommodation whilst nestled within the countryside.  The riverside farmhouse set 

in 2 acres of wild garden offers accommodation for a total of six people at any one time.     

Rated 5 stars on TripAdvisor, feedback is as positive for the village of Barr as it is for B&B 

itself.   

‘Great host, excellent room, great location for walking, cycling and relaxing. Quaint Village, fabulous 

scenery, and lots of wildlife.’  

 ‘Beautifully presented and superbly run in one of the loveliest and unspoilt bits of Scotland’  

An alternative but ideally located self-catering option, is the spacious, 3 bedroom 

‘Gladneuk Cottage’ which sleeps up to 6 people.  Situated within the village of Barr and 

only 100 yards from the village shop, and comfortably furnished, it is the perfect place for a 

group or young family to base themselves whilst they explore the village.   

Just half a mile outside of Barr, ‘Upper Barr Cottage’ also offers self-catering 

accommodation, sleeping up to 6.  The cottage which is self-contained, welcomes cyclists, 

walkers and dog owners.  The property is well furnished and offers airy rooms with plenty 

of space.   

EXPLORING THE AREA  

Nestled in the midst of the Carrick Hills and bordering the Galloway Forest, Barr is an ideal 

base for outdoor pursuits and exploring Ayrshire’s beautiful coast.  Stunning scenery, quaint 

villages, striking castles, beautiful beaches and traditional tourist towns are all only a short 

drive away.    

The Galloway Forest Park - Only one mile from Barr Village, provides 300 Square miles 

of strikingly beautiful walking, cycling and horse riding trails, as well as access to the Dark 

Skies Observatory.   

Castles - There are no fewer than 20 different castles in the local area, from Culzean 

Castle and Country Park to the dramatic ruins of Dunure and Dalquharran Castles.   
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Picturesque Towns and Villages:  

Girvan - the closest sizeable town in proximity to Barr. Girvan is a traditional holiday 

resort, with a busy harbour offering mooring facilities, sea angling and pleasure boats trips to 

Ailsa Craig. There is a choice of food, retail and gift shops as well as cafes, pubs and 

restaurants.   

Girvan has a reputation for colourful floral attractions and displays, including the Rose 

Garden, Orchard Garden, and Knockcushan Gardens, where a memorial commemorates 

King Robert the Bruce holding court here in 1328.  

Local art and historical information is on display at year-round exhibitions held within the 

McKechnie Institute and Stumpy Tower museums.  

Girvan boasts a beautiful sandy beach and busy promenade with a packed schedule of 

outdoor entertainment provided by the local youth club.  Meanwhile, the swing park, 

obstacle course, amusement arcade and boat pond, provide plenty of stimulation for young 

children and families.  

In spring 2017, the town will be further enhanced with the opening of a new state-of-the-art 

leisure facility. The £6m ‘Quay Zone’ currently under construction, will include a 25m 

swimming pool, fitness gym, flexible multi-purpose studio, soft play area and café. 

Maybole – a small market town with striking architecture, approximately 14 miles from  

Barr (29 mins).  Home to a picturesque 9-hole golf course and a 25m swimming pool with 

shops that cater for all holiday requirements, with several places to enjoy a meal or 

takeaway.  

Maybole is also home to the Carrick Centre - a conference, function & Activity Centre 

located next to the railway station. Locals and visitors enjoy the café, soft play facility & a 

programme of regular and seasonal events.   

Kirkoswald - a village located 4 miles south-west of Maybole.  it is smaller than Barr, yet 

enjoys a vibrant tourism economy due to its historical links to Robert Burns, visitor 

attractions and high quality food and drink offering.   

‘Souter Johnnie’s Cottage’ is a free National Trust Visitor Attraction. Former home of John 

Davidson, the real life ‘Souter Johnnie’ as  immortalised in the world famous Robert Burns’ 

Tam o’Shanter poem.  The 18th century thatched cottage and gardens feature life size 

statues of the poems main characters and displays the work of local artists.   

Souter’s Inn restaurant serves high quality, locally sourced food for breakfast, snacks, lunch 

and supper.  Built on the site of the old school where Robert Burns studied in 1775, the 

thatched roof building, provides a relaxed friendly atmosphere in stunning modern 

surroundings.   
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The Whisky Experience, is a recent addition to the village, offering visitors the opportunity 

to participate in group whisky tastings and events. The independent retailer sells whisky 

from global distilleries as well as their own in-house brand, which visitors can bottle straight 

from the cask, and label by themselves.   

Dailly & Old Dailly – a short drive (15min) from Barr Village and home to the beautiful 

‘award winning’ Brunston Castle Resort, offering golf, and self-catering accommodation 

facilities, as well as many walking and cycling trails. The resort is visited by many national and 

international tourists, affording an opportunity for Barr to market to these 

individuals/groups.   

Pinwherry and Pinmore  - some 15-20 mins drive from Barr and known locally as the ‘2 

Pins’.  An area of rolling hills, valleys, rivers and streams nestled within stunning woodlands.  

Proactive community groups run regular and seasonal events including family BBQs, craft 

fayres and real ale events. Subject to funding approvals, the community plans to build a 

multi-function community facility comprising sports/function hall, committee room, shop, 

café, heritage and craft display space.   

Turnberry & Maidens – both offer a good range of high quality eateries, coastal walks, 

golf and outdoor activities.   

The beautiful village of Maidens attracts many international tourists most likely because of its 

proximity to Turnberry Golf Course.  However, the village has a strong visitor and tourist 

offering itself – from the high quality food and drink outlet, to the long sandy beach which 

leads into Culzean Country Park. Meanwhile, the charming harbour offers pleasure boating 

with a range of watersports and horseriding activities also on offer.  There are two caravan 

parks with childrens play areas and a small café. Barr does not currently target this key 

visitor/tourist market.   

Turnberry is of course home to the world renowned Trump Turnberry Golf Resort. Set in 

800 acres of South Ayrshire Coastline, golf enthusiasts can enjoy world class tuition at the 

dedicated training academy, or play one of the famous courses. For the adventurous, there 

is a broad range of outdoor activities on offer at the resort, including mini highland games, 

archery, rifle shooting and horse riding, whilst those looking to unwind can relax and enjoy 

the tranquil spa, beauty and leisure facilities. 

Those seeking a light bite, and an opportunity to simply soak up the atmosphere, should try 

the traditional afternoon tea or a delicious Italian meal in the restaurant.  

Ayr – the popular seaside resort offers a variety of shopping, dining and retail facilities.  

There is plenty of evening entertainment on offer via the popular theatre and nightclub 

venues, as well as Ayr Racecourse – home to the Scottish Grand National.   

From a heritage perspective, Alloway is of course the birthplace of Robert Burns and the 

museum there is a big attraction for national/international visitors as well as locals.  The 

beach is popular with families and children due to the large play park, amusement arcade, 
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soft play and laser quest.  For those that prefer a leisurely pace, there is of course a choice 

of three golf courses.    

With a variety of holiday accommodation on offer – from Caravan Sites, to B&Bs and 

Hotels, Ayr should be a key target area for Barr marketing.   

Newton Stewart -  a small market town located on the banks of the river Cree, 28 miles 

from Barr. Like Barr, it borders the Galloway Forest and is known for its trails and cycling 

routes.  

Surrounded by an abundance of towns, villages and attractions, Barr Village is an ideal base 

for couples and families to explore.   
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PHASE 1 PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Before identifying the needs of Barr, the issues affecting the village, and its residents, had to 

be established. A formalised information gathering exercise was conducted, engaging the 

local and wider community with an emphasis on youths.  

An initial workshop was facilitated by the Consultant and attended by eight Directors of 

BPDC in July 2015 at which background information and anecdotal evidence was captured 

to help set the scene for the study.   

Barr Parish Development Company, provided guidance and support throughout the 

consultation process.   

Online/telephone support was provided by Merlin Currie, representative of BPDC assisting 

with information gathering and keeping the online community up to date via the website.  

Additional Directors and Members helped with undertaking questionnaires, planning and 

managing community events.   

At this point, we would like to acknowledge and thank the Directors of BPDC for being 

open to challenge and often changing their views and perspective following the presentation 

of new information and suggestions.   

BARR PARISH CONSULTATION  

Over a two-day period, one consultant and three volunteers visited Barr to engage 

residents within the village, and across the wider parish in a survey.  A total of 78 people 

agreed to participate in the survey, and only a small number of residents declined.   

For those not at home, a ‘sorry we missed you note’ was posted through their letterbox, 

with details of who to contact for a 1-2-1 telephone survey.  For the safety of the 

volunteers, properties with unleashed dogs in the garden area, and no owners present were 

not approached.     

A total of seven 1-2-1 telephone surveys were undertaken following the initial door to door 

survey process.  Participants included the Head Teacher of the local Primary School and the 

local Church Minister.  

Blank questionnaires were left at the village hall, and a drop-in-clinic was set up for those 

unable to participate in the initial questionnaires.  A small number of completed 

questionnaire papers were hand delivered to the consultant at the community stakeholder 

event held in September 2016.  
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BARR PARISH CONSULTATION RESULTS  

A total of 88 residents of Barr took part 

in the survey process.  Of those 

surveyed, the gender split was 52% male / 

48% female. 

According to studies, rural areas exhibit 

certain distinctive socio-economic 

features, namely, smaller proportions of 

young adults and above-average levels of 

middle-aged and older people. Young 

adults tend to migrate out of villages to 

larger towns and cities, while older 

adults, some with children, tend to move in.  

Our survey results would suggest Barr is fairly typical in socio-economic features with over 

70 per cent of survey participants aged over 46 years, comparing to the under 30 age group 

which accounted for only 15 per cent.   

We asked people what they liked most and least about Barr, whether they would like more 

visitors and what they thought could be done to improve Barr and attract more visitors.   

The results are summarised below.   

The first question we asked residents was what they enjoyed most about living in Barr? 

Many of the respondents provided more than one answer to this question.  For the purpose 

of data analysis, we captured only the first two answers from those individuals.   

Therefore, the total number of responses captured (110) is more than the total number of 

individuals surveyed.   

 

As you can see from the chart above, 39 of those surveyed enjoyed the fact that Barr was a 

‘peaceful’ place and provided an ‘outdoors’ lifestyle.  Many of those, described the village as 

tranquil and safe, with a good primary school - providing an ideal base to bring up young 

children.   
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The beauty of Barr was also highly rated, with 33 of those surveyed acknowledging the  

scenery and landscape including the rivers, countryside and woodlands.  

Another strong theme (24) was the sense of community spirit, the friendly and welcoming 

vibe of the village,  and the warmth of the people across the parish.   

The 14 miscellaneous responses include spoiled questionnaires, no comment and individual 

answers such as the pub, the shop, walks, and well-priced land/property.   

Residents were asked, what they enjoyed least about Barr or what they thought was letting 

the village down?   

Again, many of those asked provided more than one response and so for those 

respondents, we have captured their first and second response.  This means the total 

number of responses to this question is 95.   

 

A total of 33 people either didn’t respond at all or quite simply said ‘nothing’ when asked 

what they liked least about Barr. The majority of those individuals sharing a general sense of 

pride in the village.  26 people raised the issue of accessibility with the lack of public 

transport and poor condition of the roads as areas requiring attention.  

13 people felt that there was nothing to do in the village, with no attractions, pub or 

entertainment.  The same number (13) reported individual concerns with regards to barking 

dogs, bats, turbines, the shop, lack of mobile signal and wifi. Ten people commented 

specifically on communication issues within the village, with groups and individuals often 

working at cross purposes.   

Nothing
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Residents were the asked if they would like, or 

thought Barr would need more visitors or tourists?   

71 of those surveyed said yes. Many of those talked 

of the past, when the village had high visitor and 

tourist numbers, providing a strong sense of 

purpose and community spirit as well as the 

positive impact on the community.  Others felt it 

was important to increase visitor numbers to help 

sustain the existing amenities, provide training and 

work opportunities and generally, move the 

community forward.   

Of those surveyed, 8 people were strongly against an increase, enjoying the seclusion and in 

some respects isolation that Barr provides.  The remaining 9% were unsure, or 

acknowledged that an increase was needed, but were concerned about the village becoming 

over-run with tourists.   

We then asked residents if they had any suggestions for improvements or could think of 

things that may in fact help Barr attract more visitors and tourists. 

This question prompted more than one answer from respondents. As with previous charts, 

for the purpose of data analysis, we accepted only the first and second suggestion from such 

respondents.  Therefore, the total number of responses to this question is 116.   

 

More than 30 people felt it was important that Barr retained the pub, or had an eatery of 

some description for locals and visitors to enjoy good food and drink. 24 people raised the 

importance of an attraction including outdoor pursuits and more things for kids to do – 

these would improve the quality of life for residents and draw visitors.   
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There were 18 miscellaneous responses, some of which related specific suggestions such as 

a garden centre, learning and visitor centre, energy projects, and a launderette.  As well as 

specific suggestions, some people made no comment while others simply didn’t know what 

would improve the village or bring more people.   

Another popular suggestion was a bus, with 16 people feeling some form of regular 

transport would be essential to increasing visitor numbers.  It was not however noted 

whether the bus should be a community bus, or an improved SPT service.   

With regards to increasing visitor and tourist numbers specifically, eight people were keen 

to point out the need for better marketing of Barr, and six people suggested the need for a 

greater choice of accommodation including a camping or caravan site – encouraging the 

‘outdoor’ types to stay and spend.   

Not surprisingly, the shop was a priority for some people with four of those surveyed 

suggesting the shop was of key importance to locals and visitors. Five more people were in 

agreement, but those respondents raised concerns around the ongoing sustainability of the 

shop in these changing times and suggested joining the pub and shop together as one multi-

offering to reduce running costs and improve profitability and sustainability.   

Rather surprisingly, only two people felt that wifi or mobile signal improvements were 

required.  This is possibly due to the fact that only 6% of those surveyed were under the age 

of 18, and because some people view the lack of wifi and mobile signal as a Unique |Selling 

Point (USP).   

At the end of the survey, residents were asked what they thought Barr would be like, in five 

years’ time if nothing was done. This means, no strategic plan, no significant investment and 

no increase in visitor or tourist numbers.   

31 people felt the village would be ‘worse’ with many afraid Barr would become a forgotten 

corner, or a ghost town.  Others worried about an increase in empty properties with 

owners struggling to sell houses.   A major concern, was related to the decreasing sense of 

community – felt particularly by those who have lived in the village for several decades.   

Five respondents raised specifically the concern that there would be no pub and no shop as 

the village alone, could not sustain one or the other.   

32 people said Barr would remain the same. However, the rationale behind that response  

varied.  Of those 32, some felt Barr ‘couldn’t get any worse’ whilst others acknowledged 

that it was fine, just the way it was.  Therefore, it is difficult to draw any real conclusions 

from this response.   

8 people felt Barr would be better off with no investment or change, preferring the 

seclusion, peace and tranquillity.  There were ten miscellaneous responses which included 

spoiled papers, no comment or individual comments which neither suggested better or 

worse, for example ‘a new generation’.   
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YOUTH CONSULTATION 

At the outset of this study, we were advised by BPDC and we had discovered via previous 

studies, that the youth voice was under-represented.   

In order to ensure representation of primary and secondary school children, we undertook 

the following engagement:  

Barr Primary School – as mentioned previously, the Head Teacher engaged not only in a 

1-2-1 telephone interview, but attended a stakeholder event and participated in a range of 

workshop tasks.  He also facilitated the survey of primary school students by accepting 

blank questionnaires which were completed by some 13 children (with little help from their 

teacher).   

The following shows the questions asked and themes captured:   

 What did the pupils enjoy most about the village? Playing with friends, 

outdoors and amenities.  

 What did they think would make the village better? Additional outdoor 

recreational areas and attractions including “A giant fairground open all day”, “A 

Forest Park”, an “Ice Cream Stall” and “A mountain bike park” 

 Would they like to see more people visit? (If so, why/if not, why?) 11 of the 

13 surveyed said Yes with the main reason being ‘more people to play with’ and ‘to 

help the village’.   

 What did they think other children visiting Barr would like? Not 

surprisingly, the swing park was the most popular answer.  

Finally, pupils were asked to communicate their overall feelings towards Barr by completing 

the sentence: Living in Barr Village makes me feel…  Answers ranged in positivity 

from “nice”, to “happy”, “awesome”, “excited” and “amused!” 

By combining the 13 Barr Primary Primary questionnaires with the 88 questionnaires 

mentioned above, a total of 102 people participated in the survey.  

Several Barr Primary School children also participated in a range of community events held 

in connection with the study.  A small (personal) donation was made to the school by the 

consultant as a token of thanks.   

Girvan Academy: Through discussion with the Head Teacher, two Secondary School 

students, resident in Barr – Sophie and Finlay, were permitted time away from studies, to 

take part in a stakeholder workshop (detailed later in this report).  Both students 

proactively engaged and led interactive groups during task work.  They later went on to 

support the objective setting process and the planning and management of community 

events connected with the study.   
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Marr College: As part of the consultant’s ‘Talks in Schools’, 30 fourth year students from 

Marr College, secondary school in Troon, participated in a workshop titled ‘When Marr 

met Barr.’ The purpose of the workshop was to ascertain whether the pupils were aware of 

Barr Village, had ever visited and what they would recommend to entice return visitors and 

longer stays by youths and families.   

Pupils were asked if they had ever been to Barr before. Many had in fact visited as part of 

their Duke of Edinburgh award whilst others had been to visit relatives /friends.  There was 

a large number of the class that had never been or never heard of Barr.  The class was split 

into groups.   

We asked those that had been before whether they enjoyed Barr and would return again.  

The resounding response was that they had enjoyed it, but saw no reason to return, as out-

with the Duke of Edinburgh Award, there wasn’t anything there for young people.  

The group was asked to make suggestions as to what type of things would make them 

return to Barr and they created a long list which predominantly included outdoor pursuits 

and activities such as bike trails, quad biking, a Go-Ape Forest Park etc.  All suggestions 

were added to a long list.     

The group that had never been before or never heard of Barr were asked to conduct some 

research.  Utilising the teacher’s computer and their phones, they each searched Barr Village 

online, TripAdvisor and other websites/social media sites.  The perception of the Barr 

Village website was that it was a high quality, informative site and Barr itself looked pretty.  

However, there was a general feel that the website and the place itself was probably for ‘old 

people’ and not aimed at young people. This same group then got to work on preparing a 

list of suggestions for making the village/website appeal to a wider audience – all of which is 

captured in the long list of options.   

REGIONAL CONSULTATION   

The consultancy team undertook street surveys in the neighbouring villages/towns of 

Maybole, Girvan and Kirkoswald in August 2015. Additional surveys were carried out in 

Newton Stewart, and a number of additional surveys were handed in from areas outside of 

Barr.   

The aim of the survey was to understand what was attractive to those who had visited Barr, 

what was not, and what was deterring those who had yet to visit. Prevalent attitudes and 

perceptions towards Barr Village were also gathered.  

Initial questions determined whether people had visited Barr, and the main purpose of the 

visit. Questions were then asked about the experience visitors had whilst in Barr:  
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 How was the journey? (This question was asked as roads and routes in Barr were 

highlighted in initial meetings as a potential hazard with bad driving conditions and a 

lack of transport).  

 How would they rate the amenities?  

 Further questions attempted to identify if respondents were promoting or 

discouraging others from visiting Barr, the reasons why and any suggestions they 

might have for improvement:   

 Would you recommend to friends and family?  

 What could we do to improve Barr Village?  

Each survey contained a small section of personalised questions to identify the 

characteristics of the sample, including age category.   

GIRVAN  

The closest sizeable population in proximity to Barr (8 miles).  With a population of 6,700 

residents and a reasonable tourist population, the town is the closest and largest target 

market for increasing visitor numbers to Barr.  Girvan Academy is also one of the 

associated secondary schools for Barr Village pupils.  A total of 59 people were surveyed in 

Girvan with results detailed below:     

Of those surveyed, 63% had been to 

Barr.  One hundred per cent of those 

that had been to Barr, rated the 

locals as friendly.  

They shared their perspective on the 

remainder of their experience as 

shown in the following charts:   

 

Yes 

(63%)

No (37%)

HAVE YOU BEEN TO BARR?

Day 

Trip/Holiday/Event 

(62%)

Visiting Friends/Family/Lived 

there (30%)

Passing/Work/Other 

(8%)

PURPOSE OF VISIT?
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When asked whether they would recommend others visit Barr – 54% said yes and 41% said 

no. The remaining 5% were unsure whether they would recommend.   

For those that had never visited Barr, we asked why not?  25% (a combination of Girvan 

residents and visitors/tourists) had never heard of Barr, whilst 65% had heard of Barr but 

had no reason to go.  7% said they didn’t want to go or were told not to, and 3% said 

transport or lack thereof, was the reason for never visiting.     

 

We asked all of those that participated in the survey, what they would recommend to 

improve Barr. We advised that these suggestions may improve their current experience of 

Barr, lead to return visits, or for those that have never visited, attract them to the village in 

the first instance.  We received the following suggestions:  

Better transport links / Improved Roads/Signage / More amenities, i.e. reopen the pub, more 

shops etc / have attractions, more things to do, especially for kids. 

It is important to acknowledge that 25% of people in Girvan had never heard of Barr and 

65% had no reason to go.  Of those that had been to Barr, more than half rated the journey 

as poor and the majority rated amenities as poor or average. Almost half said they would 

not recommend Barr to others.  

There is clearly untapped visitor/tourist potential within the town of Girvan and better 

communication with the town including branding and marketing of Barr more effectively, 

should go some way to improving this situation.    

Ultimately though, if perceptions are to be changed significantly, as well as improved 

communication with Girvan, improvements must be made with regards to accessibility, 

amenities and the perceived lack of things to do in Barr.   

Poor 
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MAYBOLE  

A town in South Ayrshire, approximately 14 miles from Barr and 9 miles south of Ayr. With 

a population last estimated at 4,552 in 2001, it is considerably larger than Barr and another 

target market for increasing visitor numbers to Barr. A total of 37 surveys were collected in 

Maybole.  62% of those surveyed had been to Barr before – 100% of whom ‘liked’ Barr.   

Seventy eight per cent of those that had been to Barr, rated the locals as friendly. They 

shared their perspective on the remainder of their experience as follows:   

 

 

There appears to be a relatively high percentage of people from Maybole in the passing 

through/work/other category.   

  

 

It is also interesting to note that 58% of people driving to Barr from Maybole, rate the 

journey as good – this is an improved view in comparison to the 67% of those travelling 

from Girvan that rate their journey as poor.  Therefore, we can assume that the road 

conditions /signage on the (B734) road from Maybole, is somewhat better than the (B734) 

road from Girvan.  That said, 42% of those surveyed in Maybole rated their journey 
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experience as poor, therefore improvements to the conditions of the road/public transport 

should still be considered on this route, if we are to increase the footfall into Barr from 

Maybole.   

When asked about 

amenities, those in Maybole 

shared the Girvan view, that 

amenities were poor.  Again, 

this dilutes the overall 

quality of the visitor 

experience and will no doubt 

reduce the likelihood of 

repeat visits, yet when asked 

if they would recommend 

Barr to others, a positive 

87% said yes.   

For those that had never visited Barr, we asked why not?  64% had no reason to go, 29% 

had never heard of Barr and 7% lacked transport to get there. Again, on a slightly more 

positive note in comparison to Girvan, zero respondents stated that they were opposed to 

going.  

We asked all of those that participated in the survey, what they would recommend to 

improve Barr. We advised that these suggestions may improve their current experience of 

Barr, lead to return visits, or for those that have never visited, attract them to the village in 

the first instance.  We received the following suggestions:  

A Restaurant/ Re-open the Pub/ Have a tea shop  / Improve amenities 

It is important that we note the supportive stance of Maybole with regards to Barr 

generally. Transportation is an issue for some but not all, the amenities are rated poorly, but 

the people of Barr are regarded by 100% of those surveyed, as friendly, and 87% of people 

said they would recommend Barr.  If Barr improves communications with Maybole including 

frequent marketing of events, developing attractions and improvements to amenities, there 

is potential to secure a higher number of repeat visits, and attract a significant portion of the 

64% that have yet to visit.    

KIRKOSWALD 

Kirkoswald is a village located 4 miles south-west of Maybole. With a population last 

calculated as 194 in 1991, Kirkoswald it is smaller than Barr and yet shares a more vibrant 

tourism economy, predominantly afforded by its location and passing traffic, as well as a high 

quality food and drink offering, and historical links to Robert Burns.  Despite the low 

population of this village, it should be considered a key target market for Barr as it affords 

engagement opportunities with a broad range of tourists and visitors.   

Yes (87%)

No (9%)
NA (4%)

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND?
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As there were only 12 surveys conducted in Kirkoswald, the results are shown in numbers 

rather than percentages.   

Of the 12 people surveyed, nine had been to Barr, seven of whom ‘’enjoyed their 

experience’. The reason for their visit was split as follows:  

 3 x Visiting Friends/Family/Lived there  

 5 x Passing/Work/Other  

 1 x Day Trip/Attending Event/Holiday  

When asked how they would rate their journey, five said it was good, two chose ‘poor’ and 

two had no particular comment either way.   

Amenities were rated average - good (4) with the remaining five making no particular 

comment either way.     

Of those nine that had been to Barr, five said they would recommend, three said they 

wouldn’t recommend and four weren’t sure.   

For those three that had never visited Barr, we asked why not?  The reason was much the 

same as those from Girvan and Maybole – no reason to go, nothing to do.   

We asked all of those that participated in the survey, what they would recommend to 

improve Barr. We advised that these suggestions may improve their current experience of 

Barr, lead to return visits, or for those that have never visited, attract them to the village in 

the first instance.  We received the following suggestions:  

Better amenities / Activities / Outward Bound 

It is important to note that due to the time of the survey, there were not many people in 

Kirkoswald and therefore it is difficult to draw a positive or negative conclusion from the 

limited data that we have. The data will however be consolidated with all regional survey 

data to help paint an overall picture.   

 COMBINED REGIONAL SURVEY DATA  

A total of 134 regional surveys were undertaken in the towns and villages of Girvan, 

Maybole and Kirkoswald – as shown above.  A number of surveys were also completed in  

Newton Stewart with a small number of surveys completed in areas outside of Barr .  

They survey data from all regional surveys, was combined with a gender split of 54% female 

and 46% male. In a similar theme to the local survey demographics, over 70% of those 

surveyed  (regionally) were over the age of 46, 28% under the age of 45 with only 6% 

representing the youth voice.   
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The results of the combined regional surveys are as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main reasons for never having visited Barr included:  

 No reason to go (lack of attractions, things to do)  

 Never heard of it  

 Transport Limitations  

 Overall the journey to Barr was rated as follows:   

 

Of those that had been to Barr under the category of event, day trip or holiday, 57% 

involved outdoor pursuits including walking, fishing and cycling. Of the 13% that were 

passing, working or other, 7% of those went specifically to visit the pub for food and drink 

or to attend local shop or wee gallery.  We asked all of those that had been to Barr, would 

you recommend Barr as a place for visitors or tourists.   

45% of those surveyed said yes, and only 15% said no.  Of the 40% that said not sure, or 

don’t know, many had never been to Barr before.   

We asked all of those that participated in the regional surveys, what they would recommend 

to improve Barr. We advised that these suggestions may improve their current experience 

of Barr, lead to return visits, or for those that have never visited, attract them to the village 

in the first instance.  Most respondents were enthusiastic in their response, suggesting a high 

quality food and drink establishment, attractions and activities for kids.  As well as things to 

do, and a reason to go, a popular response was better marketing and communications.   
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PHASE 2 - IDENTIFY NEEDS & SET OBJECTIVES  

This section details the recurring themes and therefore ‘needs’ identified as part of this 

study.  We then provide an overview of the approach to setting SMART objectives.  

RECURRING THEMES  

Following an analysis of desk top data and survey data, we identified a number of recurring 

themes summarised as follows (in no particular order):  

 Groups – too many, working at cross purposes, lacking direction and succession.  

 Strategy – no clearly defined vision or strategy for the future of Barr, therefore 

groups working in silos on mini projects.  

 Accessibility – public transport, poor road conditions, signage has long been a 

cause for concern for locals particularly youths, and a barrier to some visitors and 

tourists.  

 Communications – internally (including sharing of information in digital and non-

digital format) lack of mobile signal/wifi. 

 Branding, Marketing and Advertising – the screws, trails, fishing and outdoor 

pursuits enjoyed by many in Barr and yet the village is perceived by some as a place 

for the elderly. Barr lacks any brand identity to differentiate itself from other 

towns/villages in Ayrshire. There is untapped potential in neighbouring towns of 

Girvan, Maybole and Kirkoswald as well as Maidens and Turnberry.  There is a lack 

of marketing strategy and a need for consistent communications with external 

audiences.    

 Amenities – not rated highly by locals or visitors and worsened by the recent 

closure of the pub.  Both the village hall and shop need maintenance, refurbishment 

works and the future of both is uncertain.  

 Sustainability – an increase in visitor and tourist numbers is required if the existing 

amenities are to be maintained / sustained.   

 Attractions – Barr is an ideal location for outdoor pursuits such as walking, cycling, 

running and fishing.  It has great potential as an outward bound location, and yet it is 

viewed from outside as a place for the elderly.  More is needed to draw people from 

regional areas to Barr, including a wider choice of activities and things to do for 

young people and families.  

 Landscape / Peace– the beauty and tranquillity of Barr is highly regarded by locals 

and considered by many as a USP.  It is critically important that the existing 

landscape and environment of Barr is maintained if not improved. It is also important 

that any increase in visitors is balanced with retaining the peace and tranquillity that 

Barr currently enjoys.   
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PERCEIVED RISKS  

In addition to the data findings, there were a number of recurring themes which came to the 

attention of the consultants through workshops, community events, and conversations with 

various residents.  These included but were not limited to:  

“Community spirit diminishing due to turbine money” 

“Community is not managed by single source, too many individual groups working at cross 

purposes” 

“Shop feeling unsupported by some parts of the community” 

“Some parts of the community feeling ignored by the shop – not listening to needs of the customer” 

“Reliance on usual suspects (volunteers)” 

“There is a generation gap, no youth voice, nothing for the kids to do” 

“Youths are disadvantaged due to lack of transportation – no access to after school clubs, 

socialising, weekend work and training opportunities” 

“There lack of mobile/wifi is a major concern for the village moving forward – we need to keep up 

with the times” 

“We are fortunate to have access to funding but we can’t make our mind up as to how best to 

spend the money” 

“In five years we could end up with no shop, no pub and no community as people struggle to sell 

houses and Barr becomes a ghost town”  

STAKHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  

Following completion of the public consultation and analysis of the data, a broad range of 

stakeholders were invited to attend a workshop event at the village hall in September 2015.   

Those invited to the event included Forestry Commission Scotland, South Ayrshire Council, 

Community Councillors, Carrick Futures, ACE, Ayrshire Leader and others.   

The consultant presented an update on the progress of the study including, key themes and 

issues uncovered during the public consultation process.  The stakeholders were divided 

into groups for the purpose of taking part in designated tasks - related to four of the issues 

uncovered during the consultation.   

Each group was given a dilemma and asked to consider the risks and benefits associated with 

possible solutions. Each group was encouraged to work as a team and to use the event as an 

opportunity to give their vital input into the study. They were also reassured that individual 

views, or agreements with suggestions, did not represent the views or support of their 

wider organisations to encourage unreserved participation.  
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The guidelines for each group was to firstly appoint a facilitator in order to lead the 

discussion. A writer was also required to note down all thoughts, suggestions and feedback 

from the discussion. An additional person was required to present to groups outputs to the 

consultant and wider stakeholder group at towards the end of the event.    

GROUP TASK 1 – ADDRESSING THE BALANCE 

“When Barr residents were asked what they enjoyed most about living in the village, the majority 

said the peace and quiet offered by the location.  Residents were also asked if the Village needed 

more visitors – to which an overwhelming majority agreed.” 

“How do we balance the need to increase footfall and spend in the village, with the desire to retain 

peacefulness and tranquillity?” 

The group was asked to note down suggestions, and consider the opportunities and risks 

associated with each. Suggestions included:   

Attracting the ‘right’ sort of visitors 

 i.e. those who would enjoy the outdoors, and outdoor-themed activities such as 

cyclists, walkers, nature enthusiasts etc. 

 those who would appreciate the peacefulness and quiet offered and hence would not 

disrupt it.  

Capitalizing on the outdoors  

 with outdoor-themed attractions such as camping facilities/glamping facilities/, hot 

tubs, fire pits and dog-friendly events.  

 A potential suggestion was using Dinmurchie Farm, if purchase went ahead, as a 

campsite.  

Incorporating existing selling points  

 such as the ‘dark skies’ by introducing shops/places to generate increased income, 

along with the views.  

 Using empty, underused village properties as ‘AirBnBs’ to generate more visitor 

stays.  

 Creating co-ordinated listings of accommodation available to use for 

weddings/events such as outdoor festivals etc., once again using the area’s strengths 

(beautiful scenery and abundance of open space) to sustain the economy.  

 Creating an annual calendar of events to sustain visitor interest and create followings 

for the events to generate regular sources of income and footfall.  
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Using the pub to create a music ‘hub’  

 where local bands/musicians can play – and also attract outside audiences. However, 

it was highlighted that the pub itself would need an established reputation to achieve 

this.  

Creating effective marketing campaigns and a communication strategy  

 which incorporates greater communication within the village and greater 

communication/promotion to the external areas.  

 Before any activities/developments are implemented, effective marketing is needed 

to make potential visitors aware of Barr.  

 A suggestion was to include the area’s historical roots as part of the promotional 

material. This would target an audience of history enthusiasts.  

Improve transport links and services 

 It was suggested that this could be achieved within the community via the operation 

of a ‘community bus’ or the inclusion of external contracts to allow increased access 

to the area.  

 Integrated transport was also suggested as long as it was accompanied by effective 

advertising of the services to generate usage/financial stability.  

 Repair existing roads to ensure visitor experience and safety of travel to/from the 

area.  

 Implement a mobile signal for better communication and Wi-Fi – seen as a must for 

modern visitors.  

GROUP TASK 2 – ACCESSIBILITY & CONNECTIVITY  

“The topics of accessibility, connectivity and transportation are recurring themes 

throughout our public consultation.  There is a distinct lack of public transport, and mobile 

phone connectivity, as a pressing issue.” 

“Whilst the ‘screws’ are a feature of Barr and draws many visitors (of the two and four-

wheeled drive variety), urban car drivers are a little more intimidated and in some cases 

deterred entirely.  Whilst the lack of connectivity can be off-putting for some, it may be an 

attraction for others (offers ‘peace’ from modern distractions such as calls, emails etc.)…is 

this sustainable?.”  

The group was asked to list the issues, risks and opportunities with regards to the current 

transportation/connection/accessibility situation facing Barr.  Suggestions included:  

A mobile phone signal to enhance communication  

 Considered a modern day requirement although it was pointed out that a lack of 

mobile phone signal could be a unique selling point to some visitors.  
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 Improvements to internal communication within the community – potentially aided 

by a mobile phone signal 

 In addressing the need for a mobile signal which would directly affect visitors and 

also businesses in the area, the problem highlighted was that there is currently no 

mobile signal to enhance so appropriate technology would have to be installed in the 

area.  

Setup of a community forum  

 to increase communication and engagement 

 forum would  attempt to engage the youth of the village, potentially using more 

technology/social media – requiring the implementation of a mobile phone signal.  

 The forum would have to be unilateral in its direction/goals to avoid conflicts, 

disputes and lack of engagement.  

 Whilst it was highlighted that an ‘umbrella’ of communication was needed in the 

village, a problem highlighted was that it had to be fun and enjoyable for residents to 

want to be involved and proactively communicating with one another. 

Regular transport (such as the community bus or taxi services)  

 was needed for those who are unable/or lack access to cars such as younger people, 

the elderly or the disabled.  

 Roads/transport must be improved in order to bring visitors in and decrease 

confusion for drivers unfamiliar with the unclear signage. Transport was highlighted 

as a major problem for the younger people in the village which might be isolating 

them/preventing them from engaging in activities/opportunities outside Barr.  

 A regular bus to Girvan was seen as necessary as the current ‘Dial A Bus’ service is 

not suitable. However, it must be noted that the lack of transport and ‘rough’ roads 

with the ‘screws’ are a positive to cyclists and motorcyclists 

 A further suggestion was to look into the option of a rural car-share scheme. 

 For roads and signage, currently in poor condition, to be vastly improved and 

repaired.  

GROUP TASK 3 – DINMURCHIE  

“Barr Village recently enjoyed a thriving community spirit - with two pubs, a village shop, a 

packed calendar of local community events, a popular youth club and subsidised 

transportation for kids looking to travel outwith the village to attend activities in Girvan.  

Today there is no pub, no youth club and no public transportation.  The shop is undergoing 

a feasibility process and Dinmurchie farm is available for purchase and development.” 

“What are the key issues, risks and opportunities with regards to the purchase and 

development of Dinmurchie farm now?”  

The group listed the risks, issues and opportunities as follows:  
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 Risk – the substantial cost involved in the purchase of the Farm and the alternations 

needed to the buildings/area which are in disrepair.  

 Risk – ensuring safe and suitable access to the area in order to carry out 

repairs/development and also maintaining access for visitors to the site upon 

completion.  

 Issue – the sustainability of the site – the number of activities/potential investment in 

the area and the numerous good ideas of what to do with the site.   

 Issue – the co-ordination of the project: in managing both the construction of the 

project and maintenance of the site. Also managing the source of income associated.  

 Issue/Risk – finding capable/suitable (and local) people to successfully undertake and 

complete such a big project.  

 Issue/Risk/Opportunity – Competition from other villages.  

 Opportunity – Dinmurchie Farm could be a Unique Selling Point for the village. 

Could be seen as ‘art’.  

 Risk/Opportunity – what is the actual need to purchase Dinmurchie Farm? Not 

established thus far.  

 Risk/Issues – lack of suitable transport services/roads – coupled with the negative 

perceptions of the roads and driving conditions, particularly from urban drivers.  

 Risk/Issues/Opportunities – Dinmurchie Farm would have to be established as a 

Destination Point to attract visitors and create passing trade through the village to 

boost spend in local economy. Whilst this could be an excellent opportunity, the 

potential risk/issue is implementing this and effectively promoting the Farm as an 

attraction.  

 Opportunity – could create local jobs both in construction (a minimum of a Senior 

Project Manager and Assistant Development Officer) would be needed on site and 

further jobs would be created in future visitor attractions.  

 Opportunity – in creating a ‘hub’ of outdoor activities/repairing the Bunkhouse then 

opportunities for rural education programmes.  

 Opportunity – project could generate big profits.  

 Risk – conversely, could be a massive loss considering costing involved.  

 Risk – Dinmurchie Farm is a listed problem and so there may/could well be 

problems with building/construction. Status would have to be protected.  

GROUP TASK 4 – GROUPS & COMMUNICATION  

“Barr Village relies heavily on the contribution and efforts of many local volunteers.  There 

are a number of groups, clubs, and associations currently in operation, including Barr Parish 

Development Company.  All are aimed at developing a sustainable community.”    

“What are the key issues, risks and opportunities associated with having a large number of 

small groups?  How can we improve communication to ensure we are working towards a 

common goal?” 
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The key issues/risks, and opportunities for improvement were listed as:  

 Lack of effective communication which goes beyond that of physical attendance at 

village meetings.  

 Lack of participation across all groups within the village.  

 Consistent/effective use of social media to promote and enable communication. 

 Lack of events aimed at, and which engage, children.  

 Lack of opportunities which are inclusive of everyone in the village.  

 Ensuring all future projects are as logical and practical as possible – something which 

will be aided by better and more effective communication and engagement across 

the village.  

ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES = THE NEEDS  

Following a review of survey data, and the stakeholder engagement process, we carried out 

a thorough review and analysis of the issues, risks and opportunities identified.  We have 

summarised our findings below, in no particular order.    

TOO MANY GROUPS 

Issue:  Public consultation identified several small groups of volunteers working towards the 

betterment of Barr, often at cross purposes and with a lack of communication in a 

consistent and timely manner.   

 The warmth and spirit of the community was notable, enjoyed by many residents and 

visitors alike, however, there was an underlying theme that the community spirit was 

diminishing, following the availability of wind farm monies and a divide within the 

community  

 Despite the small population of Barr, there are multiple groups with various 

purposes  

 There was a lack of clarity among residents as to the purpose of each of the groups, 

and lines have become blurred.   

 Some directors sat on multiple groups further blurring the lines of responsibility  

 There is a generation gap and succession issue with regards to directors, members 

and volunteers  

 There is no governing group responsible for ensuring the needs of the community, 

businesses and visitors have been taken into account, before strategic investment 

decisions are made on behalf of the community.   

 No single strategy or vision for Barr with clearly defined objectives and guidelines 

which sub-groups can work to, to ensure alignment with the strategy.   

 No shared services 

Risk & Opportunity:  It is considered that this approach is adversely affecting the 

development of Barr in that a number of small/micro projects are progressing in silos, often 

at a slower pace, versus the opportunity to progress a number of key prioritised, projects in 

a more effective and efficient manner, with a one-team approach.   
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PROJECTS & FUNDING  

The Issue: There was no single co-ordination of funding applications therefore different 

groups were applying to the same funders, reducing the strength and credibility of 

applications and decreasing the likelihood of receiving such funds.  

 Individual groups were working in silos on individual projects and feasibilities studies 

– often at cross purposes. For example, individual spend by BPDC and BSSG on the 

Dinmurchie and Barr Stores Feasibility Studies could have been combined to 

undertake a larger scale strategic review and detailed costing exercise. 

 Grant funding should be viewed as a valuable support and a means to an end, not an 

ongoing revenue stream.   

Risk/Opportunity:  Many funders will support only capital or legacy projects whilst others 

offer a variety of small grant funds, capping the total sum of funds available to a community 

in a set time period. A strategic and collaborative approach to funding applications is 

required to ensure priority projects are funded in the first instance. A robust governance 

process is required to ensure grant funding is managed appropriately with plans for future 

safeguarding of the enterprise or asset.  

GENERATION GAP  

The Issue: There is a lack of youth voice in Barr.   Parents can speak confidently on behalf of 

primary school aged children – of whom the majority tend to be very happy with what Barr 

offers in terms of schooling, safety and outdoor pursuits.  However, for the secondary 

school children, the school leavers, further education students and young employed, there is 

a communication gap.   

 There is no youth representation within each of the existing groups i.e.  the 

community council, community association, Barr Stores Steering Group or Barr 

Parish Development Company  

 There is no youth club within the village  

 There is a lack of outdoor and indoor pursuits and activities for teenagers and young 

adults - particularly in the winter months  

 The lack of public transport is a barrier to accessing regional services, social, training 

and job opportunities  

 There is no wifi and mobile signal hindering opportunities to participate effectively in 

the digital age  

Risk/Opportunity:  How can a truly sustainable vision for Barr be achieved if the needs of 

the young are considered as an add-on?  The young adults, teenagers and children should be 

the driving force behind any strategy, not an afterthought.  Finding new ways to engage is a 

must.   
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COMMUNICATION  

The issue:  Many people in the village do not have access to the internet and therefore rely 

on noticeboards, printed copies of newsletters and flyers as well as information being shared 

by neighbours.  There is a community website and facebook page which it utilised for 

sharing updates and news, but the consistent and timely sharing of information with all,  

continues to be an issue.  

Risk/Opportunities:  There are various ways of engaging and informing individuals and 

groups. If people are not engaged inclusively, or informed in a consistent and timely manner, 

they feel that their views and opinions are not respected or valued, and ultimately, 

disengage.   

MAINTAIN EXISTING  

The issue:  Public Consultation identifies the closure of the pub and the sustainability of the 

village shop as risks to Barr Village – from an economical and community spirit perspective.  

There are concerns regarding the prospect of new build plans, when there are buildings 

lying empty and needing maintained i.e. the village hall requires essential maintenance, the 

shop and the pub require refurbishment and there are a number of domestic properties up 

for sale.  

 Elderly residents and those with mobility problems are keen to retain the core 

services within the existing village – each raising concerns with accessing Dinmurchie 

and outlying areas should services move  

 The Village Pub is currently up for public sale.  It is understood that anyone seeking 

to purchase and operate the building as a public house, would require to invest in 

extensive refurbishment. This is likely to be a critical factor in the decision making of 

any potential investor and could well be a barrier 

 Barr Stores Steering Group commissioned a feasibility study in 2015 to look at the 

costs of purchasing the building, and refurbishing the facility. The study briefly 

touched on, but quickly ruled out purchase and development of the pub or the 

village hall  as a mixed-use facility.  Following the publication of the study, the 

community were invited to an information event and advised that the BSSG 

preferred option would be to purchase the shop and a domestic property – both of 

which were owned by the current shop landlord.    It was proposed that the 

domestic property would be rented to South Ayrshire Council Social Housing 

tenants and an income could be generated from rental income 

 BSSG engaged ourselves and an independent consultant via the Plunkett Foundation 

to provide advice and guidance following completion of the feasibility study. It is our 

understanding that Barr Stores Steering Group has received more than £70,000 of 

grant funds and that the shop is operating a loss of approximately £15-20k annually. 

It was highlighted to BSSG that the shop should not be reliant on annual subsidies 

and it was important for the shop to be able to sustain itself 
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 BSSG were advised by both consultants that a strong business case would be 

required, together with additional (commercially experienced) directors before any 

credible application for funding could be made to purchase the store 

 Both consultants believed it was highly unlikely that the domestic property would be 

considered by funders if it’s purpose was to provide social housing as an income 

generator (other uses may be considered) 

 We acknowledged the issues BSSG and the community faced in terms of 

communication relating to the shop.  On that basis, a more formal collaborative 

effort between the BSSG and other groups was recommended as well as the shop 

forming part of a multi-amenity offering 

 Finally, it was noted that the total cost of buying the existing shop and the domestic 

property would be more than the estimated cost of buying the shop and the public 

house or the village hall to be used as a multi-amenity offering and that further 

investigation should be undertaken to compare the purchase and development costs 

– the latter would only be known once the intended use for the properties was 

defined 

 Village Hall – discussion continues with the local authority as to how the hall will be 

maintained and who is responsible for its upkeep and ongoing development.  There 

has been talk  among the community of purchasing the village hall with a view to 

creating improved kitchen, sports and arts facilities, and there is also potential for a  

mixed use facility hub,  which could include a shop, café, business education and 

learning centre as well as a place for visitors.  It is important to note that SSE and 

other funding bodies, are often resistant to providing funds for the development of 

local authority buildings.  

 Would the funds required to develop one or more of the existing buildings be 

comparable with the costs of purchasing and developing Dinmurchie?  Which would 

be the most practical / achievable of the options?     

Risks & Opportunities:  Survey results show the importance of a pub, shop and village hall to 

the community, as a meeting place, a source of entertainment and an attraction for visitors 

and tourists. It is therefore important that the community considers what if anything could 

be done to secure and develop the existing buildings in such a way that they can facilitate a 

number of uses and be run more sustainably. Previous studies have been unable to define 

costs of purchase and development as the proposed purpose/use of each building/space has 

yet to be determined.  

INCREASING VISITORS & TOURISTS / MARKETING  

Issues: Public consultation acknowledged the need for increased footfall in the village in 

order to sustain and improve public amenities for residents and, in turn, visitors.  Many 

people are attracted to Barr for outdoor pursuits including fishing, walking, cycling, running, 

the dark skies, wildlife, and outward bound activities including the Duke of Edinburgh award.  

Nevertheless, Barr has struggled to define itself as a brand or differentiate itself from other 
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towns and villages to market effectively -  many believing the village to be a haven for the 

elderly.     

 Local children in particular expressed a desire to see an increase in visitors on a 

regular basis, providing opportunities to meet new people, learn new things and 

make new friends.   

 External communication from a marketing perspective is shown to be an area of 

weakness. Many feel more could be done to promote the area with many people 

never having heard of Barr and the surrounding tourist markets not being tapped 

into.   

 A joined up approach to branding Barr, identifying and targeting the right visitors and 

tourists and drawing them to Barr when it suits the local community is key.   

 Promotion of Barr through web and social media channels could be improved and 

the lack of mobile/wifi signal means visitors and tourists cannot easily add reviews or 

provide social media update re their experience in a timely manner.   

 Whilst increased footfall is recognised as essential to improving the local economy of 

Barr, it is important that this is not to the detriment of the current safety, peace, 

quiet and tranquillity enjoyed by so many Barr residents.   

 Careful consideration is therefore required in terms of identifying the current 

demand, targeting and controlling visitor influx.   

Risks/Opportunities: There is untapped potential in the surrounding towns of Girvan, 

Maybole, Kirkoswald, Maidens and Turnberry. These towns provide access to locals as well 

as national and international tourist markets.  Simply defining Barr’s offering and targeting 

these areas more effectively should lead to a small increase in footfall without any major 

investment.   

ACCESSIBILITY (ROADS/TRANSPORT/COMMS)  

The Issue:  The condition of the roads and lack of public transport continues to be a cause 

for concern. It is a recurring and persistent issue having been raised in several previous 

consultations and studies. There are various public transport options on offer, each with 

limited effectiveness.           

 It is acknowledged that most people within the village either owns or has access to a 

car. However, it is important that we recognise the constraints that the current 

limited service provision has on residents that don’t have a vehicle, the young, the 

elderly, those with mobility issues or one car families .   

 Youths are reliant on parents for access to neighbouring towns and villages to 

participate in out-of-school clubs, activities and events aimed at their age group. 

Teenagers could also be disadvantaged in accessing part-time work/training 

opportunities to build social skills and competencies prior to moving onto further 

education or employment. 

 A MyBus Rural service is operated by SPT Monday to Saturday from 7am to 7 pm.  

The bus which facilitates low floor wheelchair access, is available to all residents with 
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no restrictions on age or mobility. The service can be booked for any purpose, from 

attending GP appointments to shopping, meeting friends and attending local clubs.  

The service is however limited in its effectiveness for the following reasons: 

 The bus serves the whole of the Carrick Area from Glenapp to Maidens, Dailly, Barr, 

Pinmore and Barrhill.  Therefore, the availability and frequency of the service is 

dependent on the location of the bus at any given time. 

 Only residents that have booked the bus in advance can join the route – limiting the 

flexibility of the service. Bookings must be made online or by phone and Barr has no 

mobile phone signal. 

 The booking line is open Monday – Friday from 9 am – 4pm.  Bookings cannot be 

made on Saturdays or Sundays.  There are strict instructions as to when bookings 

must be made. For example, if an individual seeks to travel on a Sunday, they should 

book the Thursday before.  If they wish to travel on the Monday, they should book 

the Friday before.  If an individual is planning a journey more than a day in advance, 

they should call after 2pm.   

 At community events, various residents were keen to share their frustrations at the 

limitations of the service with others not bothering to use it all due to its 

ineffectiveness.  

 It is understood that the Community Council and Community Association will 

continue to work with South Ayrshire Community Transport Network group in the 

pursuit of a public transport solution for Barr. It is understood that the proposed 

service provision is will provide a three day a week/3 x per day service.   Whilst this 

will help people of all ages to access services and opportunities out-with the confines 

of the village, it is a fairly limited service.  

 In addition to the lack of frequent public transport, the condition of the roads and 

lack of signage continues to be a concern for residents and a barrier to some visitors 

and tourists.  Whilst this study has raised again, the issue of the road conditions 

which has persistently been raised over many years, we cannot propose any 

solutions, other than the Community Council to work closely with the local 

authorities and relevant bodies to lobby for improvements.  It would not be 

appropriate for Barr to use any of their own funds to resolve the road issues, as this 

would in turn create an element of risk  for Barr in terms of ongoing liability, and the 

expectation of continued upkeep and maintenance.   

 Additionally, whilst it did not feature heavily within the study findings, due to the low 

number of youths that participated, it is recognised that the lack of mobile phone 

signal is a barrier to a generation of youths growing up in a digital age. A barrier to 

them not only in term of socialising/personal enjoyment but in utilising a digital 

skillset which could be of benefit in new and emerging industries and career 

opportunities.  

 The lack of mobile phone signal is also considered a potential safety risk to those 

residents/visitors that walk the various trails Barr has to offer. 

 It is important to note that whilst current road conditions and the lack of mobile 

signal in particular are considered barriers to Barr, these features could equally be 
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marketed as USPs. Many cyclists are drawn to Barr because of the 'Screws', and it 

may hold the same appeal for four wheel drive groups.  Such groups could be 

identified and targeted in future marketing campaigns.  

 That said, according to the 2007 Barr Community Survey, there were mixed views 

with regards to road cycling generally, with 39 respondents in favour, 33 

respondents against and 17 respondents willing to consider.   It is therefore 

recommended that prior to any substantial influx of cyclists or four-wheel drive 

groups, the community should be consulted to test the appetite for the same.  

 Furthermore, in an increasingly digital age where social media and communication 

overload is rife and often a considerable factor of modern day stress, many are 

attracted to the benefits of not being contactable and constantly ‘switched-on’.  

Therefore, a fine balance is to be had.  

Risks/Opportunities:  Improving accessibility is a priority not just for those accessing 

services outwith the village, but for bringing those all important day visitors and tourists to 

Barr from surrounding areas of Dailly, Girvan, Kirkoswald, Maybole, Turnberry and Maidens. 

In developing and assessing options to meet this objective, the term environmentally friendly 

will include respecting and preserving the current rural landscape, beauty and character of 

Barr, whilst implementing any changes or developments.  

SUSTAINABILITY/ATTRACTIONS  

Issue: This study acknowledges that the social needs and wants of residents/tourists/visitors 

are ever changing.  Therefore, there is a need to continue to identify and develop 

opportunities for further enhancement and improvement of the village to retain residents, 

attract new residents and increase the numbers of visitors/tourists – essentially future-

proofing the sustainability of Barr.   

 Planning reforms seek to encourage economic growth, while maintaining and 

enhancing the cherished character of the countryside and landscapes.  

 Rural studies suggest people who live in the countryside display high levels of 

entrepreneurship with more businesses per head of population than in large towns 

and cities. However, in rural communities, they are impeded by a lack of access to 

infrastructure, finance and advice, markets and networks and skilled staff.  

 Public Consultation with residents and tourists identified the minimum requirements 

of a shop/cafe/pub, with many suggesting the need for additional initiatives or 

attractions in order to give people a reason to visit Barr, stay in Barr and spend in 

Barr. 

 It is important to note that Barr is not a ‘passing through’ village (other than cyclists 

generally).  Barr is a destination point with most people visiting to see family and 

friends.  To future-proof the village, some sort of tourist attraction(s) will be 

required to draw new people, encourage existing visitors to stay longer and most 

importantly, increase spend within the village.   

 This will have to be balanced carefully with the demand, sustainability, and risks 

associated with the development of the attraction(s) –including ownership, 
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maintenance, cost, and liability issues, and the risk of overpopulating Barr with 

tourists.   

 Residents have been consulted and provided numerous suggestions for attractions, 

events and activities that would support the ongoing sustainability of the village of 

Barr.   

 Barr Parish Development Company undertook their own study into the options for 

development of Dinmuchie Farm and land to create job, training and tourism 

opportunities.  Following that study, the community was asked whether they would 

be in favour of the purchase of Dinmuchie or not, with the majority of respondents 

in favour.   

 At the time of the study the pub was fully operational as was the village shop and as 

such Dimurchie was viewed as a complementary asset to enhance the local 

community. Residents were not offered an alternative to Dinmurchie, for example, 

would they be in favour of keeping redevelopment within the confines of the village, 

utilising existing buildings as an alternative to Dinmurchie?  

 Since the initial study, the economic landscape has changed. There are fears that if 

the village cannot sustain what amenities it has, how could it possibly manage and 

deliver a project as substantial as Dinmurchie?   

 With no succession of volunteers and directors who are spread thinly across various 

groups, who would pull it together, oversee and manage the process?   

 What about risk?  Taking on listed building and land liabilities to the scale of 

Dinmurchie may be outwith capabilities of the residents.   

 How many visitors and tourists would be required to sustain a project of this scale?  

Would Barr want an invasion of tourists or would this hinder the tranquillity so 

highly valued?   

 What about access, construction, disruption and safety risks?   

 Also, what scope isthere for working in partnership with Forestry Commission 

Scotland to improve the land and buildings without taking on the risk and liability of 

ownership? Could low risk parts of the land or buildings be purchased or leased?  

Risk/Opportunity:  In addition to the large scale project above, various members of the 

community have suggested quick win, medium and long term projects of varying scale and 

complexity – each offering an opportunity to provide training, jobs, attract tourists and 

improve sustainability.  However, the key to robust planning, costing and implementation of 

any project is agreeing the vision, defining a strategy and objectives, identifying the core 

team including roles and responsibilities and developing a phased funding and 

implementation programme.   
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OBJECTIVE SETTING 

Following the desk top analysis and public consultation, we met with representatives of 

BPDC (including our Girvan Academy student) to assess the needs and risks, before drafting 

objectives.     

Those attending the meeting were divided into groups and asked to review the needs and 

risks, before drafting SMART objectives (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and 

Timely).  

A total of five objectives were drafted as follows:   

OBJECTIVE 1 – COLLABORATIVE WORKING GROUPS   

“Work collaboratively with current and future village groups, committees and clubs to 

develop, implement and continuously improve a successful communication strategy within 

12 months.” 

OBJECTIVE 2 – MAINTAIN & IMPROVE EXISTING  

“Support the development, maintenance and continuous improvement of existing village 

landscape and amenities to improve the quality of the resident and visitor experience in Barr 

over a three-year period.” 

OBJECTIVE 3 – INCREASE VISITORS & TOURISTS  

“Identify and increase key target market visitors by 20% over a 3-year period.” 

OBJECTIVE 4 – REDUCE ACCESSIBILITY & COMMUNICATION 

BARRIERS  

“Identify, minimise and control, accessibility and communication barriers between Barr and 

neighbouring towns/villages using environmentally friendly means over a three-year period.” 

OBJECTIVE 5 – SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

“Work collaboratively with current and future village groups and committees to identify 

suitable development opportunities to further enhance the village of Barr and safeguard 

sustainability 3, 5 and 10 years from now”. 
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PHASE 3 – IDENTIFY SUGGESTIONS & DEVELOP OPTIONS   

This section outlines the approach to identification, development and sifting of options. 

Residents, stakeholders and prospective visitors were engaged in the identification process 

as detailed below.  

THE INITIAL LONG LIST  

At the outset of the study, a ‘Long List’ was created as a way of tracking all suggestions 

captured during the study process. The list was initiated at the desk top study phase, 

populated initially with suggestions from the 2014 community events initially held in relation 

to Dinmurchie.   

Additional suggestions were retrieved from previous studies and consultations, and also 

added to the long list.   

During the consultation process, we asked residents what could be done to improve Barr 

or to attract more visitors, and we asked the children of Barr Primary school what could 

make Barr an ever better place to grow up and attract more visitors. 

During the regional consultation, we asked past visitors what could be done to improve 

Barr with a view to encouraging repeat visits and longer stays?  Prospective visitors were 

also asked to provide suggestions as to the type of things that would attract them to Barr 

for the first time.    

All suggestions noted during the survey process were added to the long list, with the 

exception of those which could not be easily read.   

Further suggestions were identified during the stakeholder engagement workshop. All 

suggestions that could be interpreted from the worksheets completed by the groups, were 

also added to the long list.  Duplicate suggestions were removed and the list was refined:   

Following the initial consolidation of suggestions, a further community event was held within 

the village hall to provide an update on the study, share findings, publish objectives and seek 

further input with regards to identification and development of options.      

This event was geared heavily towards the children of the village with support from our two 

Girvan Academy students on the day.       

Using forms provided, attendees were able to review the consolidated list and add further 

suggestions as well as their details if they wished to volunteer.  All forms were collated, 

scanned and reviewed.  Duplicate suggestions were discarded, and new ideas or 

enhancements to existing suggestions were added to the consolidated list.  
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Following a review of all options, the following themes were identified (details not 

exhaustive):  

 Cosmetic Improvements – to enhance the appeal and look of the village including 

improved signage and procurement of litter bins to street cleaning and tidying 

Dinmurchie to improved seating, picnic and BBQ areas  

 Horticultural – from floral displays and all year round sheds and allotments to 

secret gardens, market gardens and garden centres  

 Branding & Marketing Strategy – defining what it is that differentiates Barr from 

other local towns and villages, establishing how to package and sell effectively  

 Promoting Barr – raising the profile and credibility of Barr by entering and winning 

awards/competitions, networking, twinning with other towns locally and abroad, 

promoting consistently via a range of channels including a website targeted at visitors 

and tourists   

 Events – calendar of monthly, seasonal and annual events from Christmas Markets 

and Halloween walks, to corporate events, retreats, weddings and festivals i.e. 

Walkfast, Cyclefest etc  

 Animal & Wildlife – activities and pursuits from birdwatching and fishing to 

horseriding and deer stalking  

 Arts & Crafts – from one off classes, to dedicated studios and retreats for anything 

to do with drawing, painting, crafting and creating 

 Outdoor Pursuits – from improved/illuminated walking trails to guided walks, 

orienteering geocache and bushcraft 

 Outdoor Facilities – a dedicated mountain bike trail, the long desired MUGA, a 

skate park, tree-top adventure (go-ape), tree/play house, forest play park, castle, 

sand pit, diggers, quad biking track/facility, slope made safe (dry ski), abseiling and 

assault courses, a community adventure hub, links to Dark Skies  

 Communications – focus groups for the pub, shop and accommodation providers 

as well as a village communication strategy  

 Youth Engagement – youth clubs / groups /centre  for primary and secondary 

school children / young adults  

 Sports – dedicated clubs such as running and cycling, walking and facilities such as 

tennis and squash, sailing, canoeing and rafting  

 Accessibility–  co-ordinated car pooling, better use of the community bus offerings, 

lobbying local authorities, buying a community bus using available funds, providing 

wheelchair routes & access   

 Accommodation – focus groups, Air B&B, camp site, caravan site, launderette, 

bunk house, bothy,  
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 Education/Conference facilities – IT facilities, library, wifi hot spot, internet café, 

renewable technology and learning centre, small conference centre 

 Children’s Indoor Facility – soft play, crèche, before/after school clubs, holiday 

clubs,  

 Community hub – food, drink, retail including art, gifts, garden and heritage/visitor 

centre  

 External Service Provision – introduction of external services such as mobile 

library and movie theatre, group activities etc  

In addition to suggestions made by the local community and prospective visitors, it is 

important that we consider the recommendations of various rural studies, research and 

policies led by government and academic institutions. Relevant points summarised 

below:   

 Agriculture shapes the rural landscape and yet, is a minor component of the 

contemporary rural economy.  

 About 70 per cent of the rural workforce is small and micro enterprises comparing 

with the 15 per cent employed in agriculture, fishing and forestry.   

 Social enterprise is growing in importance, as more communities choose to run their 

own pubs, village shops and other key facilities.  

 Rural growth measures should include, but also look beyond, the farming, forestry, 

food and environmental sectors, namely:  

 It is important to acknowledge and support the creative and arts industries and the 

part they play in the rural economies and in rural identity.  

 A place-based approach, meeting local constraints and opportunities, and recognising 

the distinctive make-up of local rural economies. 

 Investment in business premises, infrastructure and local services.  

 Continued support for training and business start-ups  

 Business associations and networks should engage more proactively in mentoring  

and advising small businesses, peer-to-peer. 
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PHASE 4 – PACKAGING & APPRAISING OPTIONS  

  

Assessing each suggestion against the five objectives would not be a cost effective or 

efficient approach, and so we began the process of combining and packaging suggestions to 

create four primary options of varying complexity, scale and benefit:    

 Option 1 – Do Nothing: In line with best practice and likely to address very few  

of the objectives, a do nothing option is critical for two reasons;  the first is because 

there are many people who do not wish any change, see no need for investment and 

like Barr just the way it is; the second is because it is important to establish a 

baseline and consider the potential (positive and negative) outcomes) for Barr  with 

no investment or significant change.  

 

 Option 2 – Do Minimum: This package seeks to address some of the objectives 

by maintaining and improving upon what is existing. This is important for those that 

wish to retain, enhance and therefore safeguard existing facilities (within the 

community) but have no real desire for anything outwith that scope. This will involve 

some capital investment and refurbishment but not major infrastructure 

improvements.   

 

 Option 3 – Moderate Infrastructure Improvements: This packages seeks to 

address most of the objectives by utilising existing assets to best affect with the 

addition of low cost / low risk infrastructure improvement to enhance as necessary, 

To achieve this we will require to define the /end user needs first.  Only then can we 

assess and compare each of the assets / available land for: Suitability/Constructability 

(is the asset or can the asset be fit for intended purpose)/ Costs (combined 

purchase, development and operating costs)/ Risks (including construction, 

commercial, health and safety)/ Benefits (individual and combined including vfm)   

 

 Option 4 – Major Infrastructure Improvements. This large scale development 

seeks to address all of the objectives through major investment, acquisition of land 

and constructing of purpose/new build works.    
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OPTIONS 1-4: FEATURES AND BENEFITS  

A summary of the features and benefits associated with each option is provided below:   

Option 1 – Do Nothing 

Overview  

No investment in development, no strategic approach to economic development. 

  

Community groups would continue to run as currently established with no strategic 

investment or development vision. Small projects would continue to be progressed with 

varying degrees of success due to the continued un-co-ordinated approach and need for 
improved clarity of roles and communications.   

 

Whilst the peace and tranquillity of Barr would not be adversely impacted by an influx of 

visitors and tourists, the continued decrease in footfall would adversely impact existing 

accommodation and service providers including the shop.  

 

The shop is currently at risk as cannot be sustained by the community alone (operating at 

a loss of £15-20K annually) and grant funding cannot be relied upon as an ongoing 

revenue stream.  In the absence of a robust business case and development plan, the 

shops unlikely to secure additional funds to bridge the gap and therefore may close.   

 

Both the pub and Dinmurchie remain on public sale, the future of each entirely dependent 

upon a third party buyer. Buyers may be deterred by the lack of development and 

investment within the village. If the future of the pub and shop cannot be secured, 

community spirit will diminish and the condition of the buildings could deteriorate, 

adversely affecting the landscape and environment.  

 

Community groups would remain as they are.  Small, individual projects (such as cosmetic 
enhancements, youth clubs, mobile/wifi etc would continue to be progressed with varying 

degrees of success due to unco-ordinated approach).   

 

The community would continue to lobby for improved public transport which is unlikely 
to be more than the 3 x per day 3 day a week service provision currently being proposed.  
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Option 2 – Do Minimum  

Overview  

BPDC would seek to purchase the village shop and pub (if both buildings are 

available for sale and funding can be secured).  

The assets would be developed to a suitable standard by BPDC and leased to commercial 

or social enterprises to run for the benefit of the local community and visitors.  Any 
income gained by BPDC would be used to maintain the assets.  It is unlikely that a profit 

will be achievable, therefore no surplus funds for community projects.   

Any individual or group may apply to lease/operate the assets separately or jointly from 

BPDC  i.e.  the previous pub owners/the existing BSSG or a newly formed enterprise or 

third party. In an effort to  support the ongoing sustainability of both enterprises, BPDC 

will seek funding to provide branding and marketing support as follows:   

Brand Barr - Define what it is that differentiates Barr from other local towns and 

villages, define the features and benefits of the existing offering (and on an ongoing basis 

any additional offerings), identify the target audience(s), consider competitors and 

establish a brand image.    

Develop and implement marketing strategy -  liaise with accommodation and 

service providers in Barr to establish the baseline i.e. current visitor and tourist numbers, 

conduct additional public perception surveys (in Maidens/Turnberry and return to 

Kirkoswald during peak visitor times), ascertain the volume and origins of visitors and 

tourists in those neighbouring towns and villages, assess Barr’s current approach to 

marketing including constraints, risks and opportunities i.e.  channels, media/web presence 

etc,  consider audiences and anticipate visiting patterns, define target markets, develop a 

marketing strategy including development of guidelines, process and tools including 

website/social media, promotion materials etc  

Historically, the village hasn’t been able to sustain a pub and shop without the support of 
grant funding. Funding must not be viewed as an ongoing revenue stream and so it is 

imperative that a detailed business case for the development and growth of each 

enterprise is prepared and submitted to BPDC before any lease agreement can be signed.  

Community groups would operate as they currently do with no change to structure.  

Communications between groups and with wider community would be improved as part 

of overall communications strategy as developed by the Marketing Consultant.   

This option would not justify the cost of a full time development officer and so will be 

heavily reliant on volunteers continue to support.  

Small, individual projects (such as cosmetic enhancements, youth clubs, mobile/wifi etc 
would continue to be progressed with varying degrees of success due to unco-ordinated 

approach).   

This option would not be able to sustain a community bus service.  The community would 

continue to lobby for improved public transport which may provide  3 x per day 3 day a 

week service provision (if funding is approved).  
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Option 3 – Moderate Infrastructure   

Overview Part 1  

This option is entirely community led, in that it has been developed following consultation 

with the community on a ‘needs’ basis.  All  available assets within the village (those 

commercial and domestic buildings currently up for sale + prospective properties) will be 

assessed to determine their suitability for use. To determine the costs, the purpose for 

which the buildings will be utilised, must first be determined. Only one the use has been 

determined, can the design and development costs + purchase costs be confirmed, 

allowing an effective comparison. Following consultation, we have identified the following 

needs / solutions:  

Community Hub – a mixed use facility, centrally located within the village. We propose 
that this would combine a high quality food, drink, entertainment and retail offering. Gifts 

as well as convenience goods could be sold here. The village hall has good space but is a 

local authority building which can be difficult to secure funding for. The pub offers 

accommodation as an additional offering but the structure of the building may cause 

restrictions in design and increase development costs. Nearby domestic properties of 

suitable size should identified and potentially costed for comparison.  

Business And Recreation Room – a mixed use facility providing IT/hot  desk/office 

facilities for residents and particularly youths/students. A bright and airy environment is 

required.  A broad range of training courses would be provided by volunteers and experts 

from this location including business planning support, computer training etc.  Meeting 

rooms and conference facilities can be used by local community groups.  Both meeting 

rooms and hot desks can be hired by business / enterprise owners for a small fee.  Mobile 

and wifi will be required.  Local groups and businesses can access printing / business 

services from this location including printing, laminating, binding, franking machine services 

for a small fee.   

Meeting rooms can be hired by sole trade business owners such as 

Chiropractors/Beauticians/Hair Stylists. A crèche type facility will also be located within 

this centre – for hire by any interested individual / enterprise owner/ who may wish to 

provide before and after school care, holiday clubs etc In addition to the above, there is a 

need for a visitor information area, including what’s on guides and special booking offers.  

It is recommended that the Visitor and Business Centres are managed by a full time 

development officer (or 2 part time officers) with support from seasonal staff and 

volunteers.   

The village hall, existing shop building and domestic properties could be potential venues 

for the BARR.  The village hall should be explored having the potential to house all of the 
above, whilst providing additional facilities such as a small soft play facility, larger 

conference rooms, and café facilities – however we may struggle to obtain funding due to 

the similarities with and proximity of the Carrick Centre in Maybole, together with the 

fact that the hall is a local authority asset.  The benefits and costs of the village hall should 

be compared with the purchase and development costs of the shop which would provide 

a smaller and possibly more affordable and manageable centre.  HUB/BARR – The 

potential of basing both the hub and BARR in the same building or joining/extending 

buildings should also be considered for comparison purposes.   
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Option 3 – Moderate Infrastructure   

Overview Part 2  

Barr Bus – it is proposed that the community purchase a small mini-bus with a 

commercial focus that provides a community benefit.  There is currently no guided tour 

bus in the area.  A small tour bus could cover the area of Barr, Girvan, Turnberry, 

Maidens, Kirkoswald and Maybole on a continuous loop at set times of the day.  This 

means all of those untapped visitors in the surrounding areas, can be targeted and brought 

directly to Barr, and those tourists staying in Barr could benefit from the tour service. At 

other times of the day, the bus would provide direct services from Barr to Girvan.  The 

bus would be available for hire by community groups and businesses.    

Camp Site – increases the choice of accommodation on offer, attracts wider range of 
tourists and will ultimately increase footfall and spend within the village.  Explore options 

for the provision of a low risk, suitably located camp site to appeal to wider tourist 

market. The camp site would capatilise on USPs such as dark skies, wildlife, outdoor 

pursuits, food/drink offering etc.  The site could be a basic wild camping site (for which 

there is a high demand), or pitches with basic toilet/shower facilities,  or a multi-

accommodation offering including pitches, touring caravans and glamping pods.  It is 

important to assess each of the above, the costs, benefits and risks associated with same 

including the impact on the village i.e. a glamping pod site will noticeably change the 

landscape of the village and may look too touristy for residents, the location of the site 

may be too close to domestic properties raising concerns about security, noise etc, 

conversely, a partnership agreement may be entered into with FCS to use woodland 

areas.  The scale of the camp site must also be considered to ensure visitor numbers do 

not become excessive.   

Proposed Management Structure – to support the planning, development and 

implementation of this option, we would propose two of the current community groups 
be disbanded i.e. Barr Parish Development Company and Barr Stores Steering Group.  

We would recommend that a new social enterprise is established which for the purpose 

of this study will be called the ‘New Community Group’.  The New Community Group 

would be  an economic development group, focused on creating jobs, training and 

development opportunities through the development of land/assets whilst providing 

support and enabling prospective entrepreneurs.  Because it would be a social enterprise, 

individuals can be paid a salary, seasonal jobs can be offered and profits would go straight 

back into community projects such as subsidising the community bus and the youth club.     

The New Community Group would seek funding to engage an architect and quantity 

surveyor to lead the design and costing of the various buildings for comparison purposes.  

The Architects will support planning application and funding applications for capital and 

development costs.   
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Option 3 – Moderate Infrastructure   

Overview Part 3  

Once the preferred buildings have been identified and uses agreed, the community will be 

consulted to support funding and planning applications. The New Community Group 

would own the hub, the business and recreation room, the community bus and the camp 

site land. It would not be feasible for the community group to secure the assets on a lease 

agreement as the group would be responsible for development and maintenance of the 

asset.  The community group would therefore require to own, develop and maintain the 

assets.    

The community bus and business and recreation room will be owned and operated by the 
New Community Group. Revenue streams will be achieved via bus ticket sales and 

bookings, room and desk hire as well as business centre facilities.  In addition to the 

above, the New Community Group will fund a communication brand and marketing 

strategy as follows:  

 Communication strategy – work with existing community groups including 
Barr Community Association, Barr Community Council to and the New 

Community Group to clarify purpose, clear lines of communication, reporting and 

governance with a view to achieving a shared vision and co-ordinated funding 

applications.  Communication from groups to residents will be centrally managed 

and improved.  It is recommended that one group takes ownership of governance 

ensuring decisions made re investment and development are for the benefit of all 

and not the few.   

 Brand Barr - Define what it is that differentiates Barr from other local towns and 

villages, define the features and benefits of the existing offering (and on an ongoing 

basis any additional offerings), identify the target audience(s), consider competitors 

and establish a brand image.    

 Develop and implement marketing strategy -  liaise with accommodation 
and service providers in Barr to establish the baseline i.e. current visitor and 

tourist numbers, conduct additional public perception surveys (in 

Maidens/Turnberry and return to Kirkoswald during peak visitor times), ascertain 

the volume and origins of visitors and tourists in those neighbouring towns and 

villages, assess Barr’s current approach to marketing including constraints, risks 

and opportunities i.e.  channels, media/web presence etc,  consider audiences and 

anticipate visiting patterns, define target markets, develop a marketing strategy 

including development of guidelines, process and tools including website/social 

media, promotion materials etc  

Youth Voice – as well as supporting business and enterprise owners, the community 

group would seek to establish/part fund a Youth Council or Group based out of the 

Business and Recreation facility.  The youth group would have responsibilities and 

purpose including the design and publication of monthly community newsletters as well as 

supporting the New Community Group activities.  
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Option 4 – Major Infrastructure   

Overview  

The development of the farm would complement the enterprising approach of individuals, 
groups and businesses already working hard in the area. Multi-use of the facility could 

include outdoor education, wildlife, environment tourism, energy, the arts, cycling, 

camping and heritage.   

 

Acquisition of the land would offer employment to local builders & trades including the 
establishment of apprenticeships during the renovation and building works, and in the long 

term, rural skills courses could be run in conjunction with the Forestry Commission as 

well as utilizing the older generation and invited specialist tutors/mentors with skills 

pertinent to Barr’s situation and heritage. Once the building was complete, the centre 

itself would provide a range of job and enterprise opportunities.   

 

As a tourist destination, the project could generate much needed income for the 

hotel/pub, community run shop/café, B& B’s and self-catering facilities. A higher profile 
venue could boost visitor numbers and attract business, benefiting entities such as the 

volunteer run Tearoom, the Barr ‘Wee gallery’ and other local small businesses in the 

planning phase.  The hope was that ultimately, new, improved or expanded local services 

and facilities would encourage repeat visits, longer stays and stimulate new markets.  

  

Even in the short term, prior to major development, the site could offer a potential 

source of revenue, once cleared, for a small market garden area that residents are 

enthusiastic to take on. Meanwhile, the ‘bunkhouse’ requires some basic maintenance and 

tidy-up to be serviceable for outward bound groups to hire. 

 

In the longer term, a proposed Hydro project could generate income and interest, and 

other renewable energy options such as Bio-mass and solar energy would be explored 

with FCS & CARES, and implemented to reduce running costs wherever appropriate.  

As a minimum, the cost of Lot 1 House, Steadings and in bye land is £115,000.  To 
support the purchase, BPDC would be required to seek funding from the Scottish Land 

Fund and the Big Lottery (Growing Community Assets Fund).   

To develop the land (costs unknown), BPDC would require seek funding from the Big 

Lottery Growing Community Assets Fund, the Princes Rural Fund, the Heritage Lottery 

and LEADER.  

 

 

This study differs significantly from others undertaken on behalf of Barr parish.  This is not a 

costed appraisal of a single detailed design or preferred solution.  The scope of this study is 

broad, the assessment of both the needs and issues in-depth. It would not be appropriate to 

proceed straight to a detailed design and cost analysis for a study of this nature.   
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This is the first stage of an emerging economic development strategy for Barr.  We have 

identified the needs, set objectives and the public appear to support the established strategic 

outcomes.  Now, it is only right that we consult the local community to provide us with  

some direction as to where we should focus our efforts next?      

The most recent community open event was held on 16th October 2016, and attended by 

almost 100 local residents. Attendees were presented with an overview of study findings 

including the four primary options. Residents were advised that at this stage, we are gauging 

the appetite for change, the scale and complexity of that change, and whether a co-

ordinated approach was something that would appeal to the community.   

On the day of the event, the information shared in relation to Option 1 was minimal due to 

the lack of features or benefits associated with the option.  Much more detail was presented 

in relation to Option 2 due to the additions of the pub and marketing support.   

Undoubtedly, most time was spent discussing the features, benefits and risks associated with 

option 3 – as this is an entirely new concept to the community, involved a variety of 

features and included a completely new approach to governance and delivery – hence it 

raised the most questions.   

With regards to Option 4, there was no need for substantial detail as residents were very 

familiar with the proposals.    

It goes without saying that options one and two fail to address all of the strategic outcomes 

- the lower the cost and scale of the development, the less impact that it has.  Options 

three and four however, support most/all of the strategic objectives due to the scale, cost 

and complexity of the options.   

We are effectively seeking an agreement in principal which will allow us to engage an 

architect and quantity surveyor to proceed with detailed design and cost analysis of a 

preferred option. It will be within that detailed development stage, that we will return to 

and select from, our consolidated list of standalone options including but not limited to:  

 Cosmetic Improvements – to enhance the appeal and look of the village including 

improved signage and procurement of litter bins to street cleaning and tidying 

Dinmurchie to improved seating, picnic and BBQ areas  

 Horticultural – from floral displays and all year round sheds and allotments to 

secret gardens, market gardens and garden centres  

We will draw on these standalone initiatives to further enhance our preferred option prior 

to detailed costings.   
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A high level overview of the four primary options can be found in Appendix A attached.  

Details include features and benefits as well as an appraisal of each option against the eight 

strategic outcomes (derived from the objectives set as part of this study).  The strategic 

outcomes are listed below:  

1. Improve accessibility to / from Barr  

2. Improve communications within Barr  

3. Improve communications externally   

4. Improve quality of life of residents  

5. Improve quality of visitor experience  

6. Increase visitor and tourism numbers  

7. Engage the youth voice  

8. Maintain or enhance the landscape and environment  

Using a seven-point scale, we considered the impact of each of the options against the 

strategic outcomes. Below, is a summary of the options and how each performed against the 

Strategic Outcomes:  

Option 

No 

Title Features 
Scoring 

1 Do Nothing  Status Quo -15 / 24  

2 Do Minimum  BPDC Purchase Shop & Pub  

Develop and Maintain  

Lease to suitable third parties  

Engage Branding, Marketing Support  

 

12/24  

3 Moderate 

Infrastructure  

Establish New Community Group as 

social enterprise to purchase/ maintain / 

operate or lease assets as follows:  

Business & Recreation Room (including 

learning/education and child care facilities)  

Visitor Info Centre  

Community Bus  

Hub / Food/Drink Retail  

Camp Site  

 

22/24 

4 Major 

Infrastructure  

Purchase and development of Dinmuchie 

land and buildings as previously 

communicated.   

14/24 

  

It is important to note that the above assessment of the options against the strategic 

outcomes, is wholly subjective – simply the consultant’s professional opinion of positive and 

negative impacts.  
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PHASE 5 - RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS  

Whilst the approach to the study was entirely impartial, with no bias towards any particular 

group, and all efforts focused simply on doing what is best for Barr, the consultant has been 

asked to provide a professional recommendation as to which of the options could best meet 

the needs of the parish.  Below is a summary of our recommendations based on current 

findings (for further detail see Appendix A):  

 Option 1 Do Nothing:  Without investment and development, visitors and 

tourists will continue to decline, amenities will cease to exist and community spirit 

will diminish – all of which will have a significantly adverse impact on the quality of 

life of residents in years to come.  Not a sustainable option and therefore not 

recommended.   

 

 Option 2 Do Minimum:  By doing the minimum we seek to safeguard what we 

have, whilst attempting to reduce the level of cost and risk in comparison to options 

3 and 4.  We can positively impact some but not all of the strategic outcomes.  

Safeguarding the village shop and pub will have a positive impact on residents. 

However, this option is likely to be a short term fix rather than a long term legacy. 

Historically the village has been unable to sustain the pub and shop -  with the pub 

closing several times and the shop reliant on grant funding. Branding and marketing 

Barr should also result in an increase in visitors and tourists, but will this will be 

limited by factors including accessibility, attractions, things to do etc. It is 

recommended that this option is considered further.  

 

 Option 3 – Moderate Infrastructure:  This option was driven entirely by the 

‘needs’ identified during the public consultation.  As such, Option 3 addresses all of 

the strategic outcomes in one way or another. It is however the sum of all parts that 

will be the key to the success of this option, with many interdependent factors at 

play.  This option utilises the existing assets within the village and follows the ‘hub’ 

approach to economic development which has been successfully adopted in rural 

communities and towns across the country. This option positions Barr as a boutique 

visitor/tourist destination – attracting the Center Parcs or Forest Holidays markets. 

There is a risk that if this is the preferred option, either BPDC or BSSG do not wish 

to come together in a one team approach. It is recommended that this option is 

considered further.   

 

 Option 4 – Major Infrastructure: This option is the purchase and development of 

Dinmurchie as previously proposed and voted on. Such a large scale project will 

undoubtedly address the strategic outcomes but perhaps to the detriment of the 

village itself – as shops and facilities move to Dinmurchie, buildings may lie empty 

within the village.  It is recommended that this option is considered further by the 

community.   
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Of the aforementioned options, at this stage, we would consider Option 3 as most likely to 

address the needs of the parish in a cost effective, manageable and sustainable manner. 

However, we do not have a casting vote and it is for the community to decide.    

NEXT STEPS  

Following the presentation, some clarifications have been asked by members of the 

community. Ballot related questions were answered online, with study and option related 

questions and answers attached as an appendix to this report.   

The ballot will close on 30th October 2016 and votes will be counted by Councillor Oattes 

at the November Community Council Meeting.  

Once the vote is known, this section of the report will be updated.  If Option 1 is preferred, 

the study ends here.  If options 2, 3 or 4 are preferred, then a detailed project plan will be 

prepared in order to progress the option to the next stage of development and costing.  All 

appendices will be completed, the study finalised with applications made to relevant funding 

bodies.   

DRAFT REPORT 27TH OCTOBER 2016  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


